Slip, Trip and Fall

Prevention Guide

This guide describes some common slip, trip and fall hazards
and explains measures organizations can take to reduce the
risk of same-level slips, trips and falls on their premises.
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SLIP, TRIP AND FALL PREVENTION GUIDE

Slip and Fall Prevention Program*
To successfully manage slip and fall risks, your organization should develop a systematic approach to identify and correct these hazards. You should
also address employee behavior that may contribute to slip and fall accidents. The key steps in a comprehensive program include:
1.

Training staff to recognize and correct or isolate hazards
• Walkway safety basics
• Floor maintenance procedures
• Proper use of signs
• Spill cleanup

2.

Performing and documenting regular walkway audits**

3.

Providing an easy means for employees to report hazards**

4.

Testing hard-surfaced flooring for traction and taking steps to improve any low-traction surfaces

5.

Developing a written snow/ice management program, ensuring detailed snow removal contracts are in place before winter

6.

Implementing a mat safety program to establish when/where mats are placed with an inspection/replacement schedule

7.

Requiring appropriate footwear

*EMC has an online slip and fall prevention template to help you get started.
**EMC’s Walkway Check is a safety app that allows easy reporting of slip and fall hazards. It also assists users in conducting walkway
hazard inspections at their facilities.
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Housekeeping
PROBLEM: Cluttered work areas
and debris left on walking surfaces
can lead to slip or trip incidents.

SOLUTION: Create a designated
walking area and mark it off with
distinct tape or paint. Review
housekeeping procedures and
emphasize the importance of
keeping walking surfaces free
of debris.

PROBLEM: Low-lying objects
placed within walking paths or
aisles, especially at blind corners.

SOLUTION: Keep objects off the
floor and maintain a clear walking
path at all times.
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PROBLEM: Step stools are not
available, so people tend to stand
on chairs or other unstable objects.

SOLUTION: Make step stools
and/or stepladders available and
instruct employees on how to
use them. Provide Type 1 or
better stools and ladders that
safely support 250 pounds. Step
stools should have a top rail for
balance assistance.
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Housekeeping
PROBLEM: Sawdust on smooth
concrete creates a slippery surface.

SOLUTION: Use grit strips and
walk-off mats for these areas
and sweep floors frequently.

PROBLEM: Power cords are routed across walkways, creating a tripping hazard.

SOLUTION: Additional wall outlets may need to be installed to eliminate cords
running along the floor. Otherwise, use high-visibility cord covers. Tie up any
hanging cords that could catch feet.
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Winter Weather

PROBLEM: Inadequate snow/ice
management exposes staff and
visitors to unsafe walkways.

SOLUTION: Clear parking lots and
sidewalks before employees arrive
for work and monitor conditions
throughout the day. Place shovels,
sand and ice melt near doorways
to enable a quick response to
changing conditions.

PROBLEM: Thin layers of ice or
black ice form when melted snow
refreezes after sundown.

SOLUTION: Perform frequent
walkway audits during thaw/refreeze
conditions and apply sand/ice melt
as needed. Pile snow to reduce
melting into walkways and direct
downspouts away from walkways.
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PROBLEM: The downspout
discharge is directed across
walking surfaces, contributing
to wet and/or icy conditions.

SOLUTION: Divert or channel the
runoff underneath a walkway.
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Winter Weather

PROBLEM: Excessive application
of ice melt can cause slips and
falls. Plus, it can increase floor
maintenance costs and create
slippery floors when tracked indoors.

SOLUTION: Check to make sure the correct product and
amount are applied according to manufacturer instructions.
Provide containers of sand/ice melt so employees can apply
as needed. When possible, preapply a liquid brine solution to
walkways in advance of winter weather events. The brine will
help prevent snow and ice from bonding to the pavement.
TIPS FOR SELECTION AND USE OF ICE MELT:
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•

Select ice melt that is effective for the expected
temperature range.

•

Don’t rely on ice melt alone to melt snow. For best results,
start with mechanical removal (shovel or plow) followed by
ice melt and abrasives as needed.

•

Avoid using too much ice melt. Products that include
colorant can help indicate proper coverage rates. Use
walk-behind spreaders to control application rates.

•

The slush created by ice melt should be pushed off
sidewalks as soon as possible.

•

Do not use ice melt on concrete that is less than two years
old; rely on mechanical removal and abrasives instead.

Stairs and Ramps
PROBLEM: Stairs that have no hand
rails (especially on open sides) or
hand rails that are hard to grasp
increase the risk of trips and falls.

SOLUTION: Install approved
handrails on at least one side of
steps with four or more risers.
Handrail construction should
be rounded (between 1¼ and
2 inches in diameter) to enable a
firm grip, which helps prevent falls.

PROBLEM: Lack of visible contrast
on stair treads increases the risk
of trips and falls.

SOLUTION: Use contrasting
edge treatments on stair steps,
especially on the last step of a
flight of stairs. Tread covers or
traction tape can greatly enhance
the visibility of steps.
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PROBLEM: Chipped or
deteriorated stairs create
a trip or fall hazard.

SOLUTION: Repair or
replace deteriorated stairs.
Slip-resistant tread covers
can easily be retrofitted to
existing stairs.
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Stairs and Ramps

PROBLEM: Wooden or
aluminum ramps can be
slippery when wet or snow
covered. Inadequate or missing
handrails increase the risk.

SOLUTION: Install traction strips or nonslip walkway
covers on the walking surfaces of ramps, or apply
a slip-resistant treatment such as stain/sealant and
mineral aggregate. Install approved handrails on
both sides of the ramp.
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Sidewalks and Curbs
PROBLEM: Sidewalk sections that change in elevation more than ½ inch create
a tripping hazard, but even a ¼ inch elevation can cause trips, especially among
people with mobility impairment.

SOLUTION: Repair or replace concrete to provide a smooth transition between
sections. Grinding and mudjacking are typically more economical than replacement.
Provide warning markings or cones until permanent repairs can be made.
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PROBLEM: Vehicles that overlap
the sidewalk can force pedestrians
to walk on adjacent surfaces, which
may be dangerously uneven.

SOLUTION: Install bollards or
brightly marked tire stops to
ensure the walking path is at
least three feet wide at all times.
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Sidewalks and Curbs
PROBLEM: Landscaping borders
and raised edges along walkways
can cause trips, especially when
they are difficult to see or are
located in areas where shortcuts
are anticipated.

PROBLEM: Vegetation and landscaping materials that encroach on walkways
create possible trip or slip hazards.

SOLUTION: Trim or otherwise contain landscape plantings to minimize their
infringement on walkways. Keep sidewalks clear of all foreign objects such
as pebbles and gravel.
SOLUTION: Make sure borders
are easily seen, and place
obstacles in such a way that
they discourage shortcuts.
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Sidewalks and Curbs
PROBLEM: Unpainted curbs or curb ramps along high-traffic sidewalks and other high-traffic areas may be difficult
to see, creating a tripping hazard.

SOLUTION: Paint curbs and curb ramps with slip-resistant yellow paint. In addition, consider reworking curb areas
by installing a curb ramp with flared sides and a contrasting color.
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Sidewalks and Curbs

PROBLEM: Gaps between sidewalk sections can catch
heels, creating a tripping hazard. In addition, gaps allow
water to seep under the concrete, which can cause
sinking or heaving.

SOLUTION: Clean large cracks and fill them with
appropriate caulking material. In some cases, rope
caulking may be necessary as a base to keep the filler
material in place.

PROBLEM: The sloped sides of built-up curb ramps are difficult to see
and can cause falls.

SOLUTION: Until another long-term solution can
be implemented to replace the sloped ramp, paint
the sloped sides with slip-resistant paint to provide
contrast. Built-up curb ramps cannot project into
parking spaces, access aisles or vehicle traffic lanes.
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Parking Lots

PROBLEM: Tire stops that are the same color as the
pavement are hard to see and can cause trips and falls,
especially if they are not centered in the parking stall,
extend into walking paths or have been displaced.

SOLUTION: Paint tire stops a contrasting color
and inspect them regularly to ensure they have not
been displaced or damaged and are centered within
parking stalls.
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Parking Lots

PROBLEM: Potholes not only create tripping hazards
but can also collect water, snow and ice, which can
lead to slips and falls.

SOLUTION: Perform routine inspections and repair
potholes as soon as possible. Gravel or paver base may
be added as a temporary solution until more permanent
repairs can be made.

PROBLEM: Fluid leaks from vehicles and standing water can create
slick spots in parking lots.

SOLUTION: Inspect parking areas regularly and
pressure wash as needed to remove slippery
residue and algae growth.
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Mats
PROBLEM: Lack of an effective entrance mat strategy can create a potential
tripping or slipping hazard and allow contaminants to be tracked in, increasing
floor maintenance costs.

SOLUTION: Develop a mat strategy with three lines of defense:
1. Outdoor scraper
2. Scraper/Wiper mat indoors next to entrance door
3. Walk-off wiper mats
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Mats
PROBLEM: A collection of small, overlapping entrance mats can create raised humps, which are tripping hazards,
especially for people with mobility or vision impairments. Gaps can also create potential hazards.

SOLUTION: Purchase larger mats sized to cover the entry area. All mats should
be positioned so they create a smooth, level walking surface with minimal
gaps and overlaps. As an alternative, consider using walk-off carpet tile to
cover entrances.
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Mats
PROBLEM: As entrance mats become soiled or
saturated with water, they lose their effectiveness and
allow contaminants to be tracked into the building.

SOLUTION: Review housekeeping procedures and
emphasize the importance of inspecting and cleaning
mats on a regular basis. Use extractors on large mats
during inclement weather to remove excess moisture.

PROBLEM: Some mats tend to slide or shift out of
position, which can create a tripping hazard. Mats
next to doorways are of particular concern.

SOLUTION: Inspect mats and reposition as necessary.
Tape edges down or apply pressure-sensitive adhesive
to prevent sliding and buckling. Purchase mats with
slip-resistant backings.
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Mats
PROBLEM: Mats that are worn smooth or are too thin to absorb significant moisture do little good. Other problems
with mats can include curled or broken edges.

SOLUTION: Inspect mats regularly and replace when they are worn
or damaged.
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Mats
PROBLEM: Areas around drinking fountains and sinks don’t have mats to control water drips, increasing the chance
of a slip and fall.

SOLUTION: Place water-absorbing mats in areas prone to drips and spills.
Use mats with slip-resistant backings or use other methods, such as pressuresensitive adhesive or double-sided tape to keep mats in place.
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Other Issues
PROBLEM: People may choose inadequate footwear for the task being performed.

SOLUTION: Train employees to wear slip-resistant footwear specifically
designed for the work environment. Open heels, spiked heels and flip flops
should not be allowed. Since most people walk heel first, the heel area is
usually the first to wear out and should be inspected regularly.
Employees assigned to work in routinely wet slippery areas (e.g., kitchens)
should wear slip-resistant, rubber-soled footwear.
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Other Issues

PROBLEM: The traction properties of a floor may
be unknown, possibly creating a high risk for slips
and falls.

SOLUTION: Test your hard-surfaced flooring
for traction and take steps to improve any lowtraction floors.

PROBLEM: Wet floor signs are left up too long, are a traffic obstacle
or go unnoticed.

SOLUTION: Use wet floor signs to warn pedestrians
about wet floors and remove them when the floor has
dried. If left up continually, signs are often disregarded.
Place wet floor signs in open areas rather than the
middle of doorways or walkways.
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Other Issues

PROBLEM: Poor lighting makes it hard to see any
potential walkway hazards.

SOLUTION: Perform regular inspections to ensure
light fixtures are functioning and provide adequate
illumination. If using timers, adjust the timing as
seasons change.
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Putting It All Together

Train staff to
ID and report
hazards
Ensure floors
and shoes
are high
traction

Perform
walkway
audits
Prevent
slips, trips
and falls

Manage
floor
mats

Manage
snow/ice
removal
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Learn More
This publication does not list every risk that may be encountered. Management
of every organization should have all its areas inspected for slip, trip and fall
hazards and develop a safety policy catered to the organization’s needs. To
access additional online resources that can help prevent slips, trips and falls,
go to www.emcins.com and select Loss Control.
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